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if you are prompted for a password, it can be in a lot of forms. for
instance, it could be a 4 digit numeric code, a combination of letters

and numbers, or a digital code. it will determine the order of menus, a
specific menu setting will be active, or it will wipe the current settings.

the factory default settings for a cp200d is to wipe the current
settings. if you have purchased the cp200d, it will provide information

on the factory default settings. if you are not sure, write down the
code you enter and go back in for the next step. now that you have

identified the password, plug the software into a usb port on the
computer. once this is accomplished, you can enter the programs

settings by double clicking on the program icon on the desktop. only
the current radio will be shown in the icon. if your icom has a separate

encoder/decoder interface, a red arrow may be present on the icon.
click on the arrow and enter the radio switch on the cp200d in the box

provided. go back to the previous window and enter the password.
click the program icon again and enter the correct password. you are
good to go. if you are not using a cp200d, double check and enter the
correct password. icom radios are not available in the united states. as

a result, our offering of the radio can only be expanded by sales to
and from europe. european prices are subject to vat and excise taxes

in the various eu nations, depending on product size. the vat and
excise tax amounts are marked up on your invoice. additionally,
outside of the european union, vat may also be applicable to or

collected from you. for example, a standard cp200d is 99.90€ without
vat. we will charge you 99.90€ € 99.90 vat plus 11.60€ plus 1.08€ to
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cover the cost of a radiotronics vat invoice and export declaration.
adding vat to the price of your order will insure that you incur the
proper tax liabilities for the shipment of the radio. if the european

nation your order goes to charges vat, or if you fail to properly declare
vat, additional taxes and penalties can and will be levied against you.
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icoms license-free radios consist of the multi-use
radio service (murs) line, the v10mr, and the v3mr.
these radios do not require any licensing from the
fcc, and you can purchase them outright with zero
programming from our authorized dealer network.
these do not operate on a traditional radio system
which requires repeaters. the best way to ensure
programming is correct in any newly purchased
radios is to send a radio to the us for cloning.

cloning will dump the programming into the new
radio in order to guarantee that the radios are

compatible. commonly, customers cannot afford to
go without a radio for up to a week, so other

options may be available to you. we can program
your radios when you place an order. however, we
recognize that many of our customers do not wish

to have dealers program their radios. and if you are
located in a rural area your nearest dealer may be
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100s of miles away. if you require software or
cables you will need to call us at 855-289-2929. the
best way to ensure programming is correct in any
newly purchased radios is to send a radio to the us
for cloning. cloning will dump the programming into
the new radio in order to guarantee that the radios

are compatible. the cp200d is a business digital
radio that can operate on 10.7 mhz, 12.7 mhz, 14.3
mhz and 14.5 mhz and also includes a loop-back. it
has a built-in garage loop function and the ability to

control 4 separate keys at one time on a single
radio. this enables us to change the door locking

code or the garage door opener code. it is the most
user-friendly radio in its category. 5ec8ef588b
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